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In recent joint work with Jack Dennis, whiich has so tar appeared only as .I.?-. 
course notes [219 we halve described several metho& of formally defining the 
semantics of a programming language,, using as an example a simple language 
designed for the purpose, called PL. The qluestion r~turally arose whether our 
various definitions were congruent, inthe. sense that they defin, d the same language. 
In particular, one definition gave the denotutimcd semmtics, in the style of Scott alrd 
Strachey [12j, and snother defined the language using an interpreter, along livres 
si,milar to the use of VDL [6]. In this paper we present a proof of the congruence of
these two definitions. 
We first give the two definitions, with a bare m:inimum of explanation : tiz 
referred to works like [2,13,16] for moire leisurely introductions to the 
will be seen that the interpreter manages the sequencing of its operations by means of 
s called continuations, while the denor:ational semantics has nothing cor- 
g to these. A denotational semantics btased on the use of continuations (as 
described by Strachey and Wadsworth [M]) would have a structure much closer to 
the interpreter’s, and the proof of their congruence would be Gmplified. 
therefore find it convenient to split up our proof into two stages. In thl: first stage we 
introduce a new version of denotational semantics, using continuations, and prove 
that it is congruent with the original version. This roof is a st~~ct~ri~l i 
show that pairs of corresponding values arising in the two 
appropriate predicates. The existence of these. predicates will itse 
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use fixed point induction [4] to analyse its propertieis; but with this technique we can 
establish only that the value given for an expression by the interpreter is an 
appmxhation of that specified by the denotational semantics. We can also try 
structural induction, just as we did in the first stage; but here too it is necessary to 
demonstrate he existence of the various predicates we use in the pl oaf. In fact we 
shall find we are unable to show the existence of the predicates w ch assert exact 
congruence between the definitions: we must be content with pr cates asserting 
that the &notational value is an approximation ofthe interpretive one. The reasons 
why we must attack the problem fro both sides in this way will be discussed further 
when we embark on the second stage; the final phase of the proof combines the two 
results into a satisfactory stateme-: of congruence. 
This proof provides an introduction to the techniques developed by Milne [8,9], 
and used by him and Strachey [9] to prove thle correctness ofan implementation fa 
much more comp!icated language. Similar P ork hais beea carried out by Reynolds 
[ll], who showed the congruence of versions of denotational semantics with and 
without continuations for a form of the A -calculus. Our first stage closely resembles 
this proof, though our expression of it is a kittle different: Revnolds’s use of directed 
complete relations” corresponds to our use ;,f “inclusive predizstes”. 
atio 
Parts of the definition in this section and t!le interpreter to be defined in the next 
have already appeared in [:l]. We make one or two small changes rn convention, and 
the careful reader will also be able to discern one or two changes which attest o the 
debugging efiects of the construction of a congruence proof. 
The definition is given n Appendix I.. For the sake of brevity we omit all references 
to the data structuring facilities of PL, and the actual definitions of 3g 6’, and ?V. 
2.1. Notatiovtal conventions 
Syntactic objects are denoted by Greek capitals (E, r, . . .) and are elements or” 
domains denoted by short names ( ). Corresponding lower case Gree2: 
letters (E, y, . . .) denote the ntic values, which come from domain 
denoted by bold capitals letters (8,%‘, . . .) are used for the 
‘valuation’ functions which ects to the values they denote. 
? denotes the separated sum of domains 
in in&&s aa error element, denoted by 2. I rs~ 2” E: T, of course, but 2 is 
er elements. If an clement is projected into a subdomain 
4’; conversely, the 2 element of each 
subdomain is map e shah refer to I, ? and T as improper 
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For any domain = b is Put? if ca is the same element as 6, a 
otherwise. e reserve ‘ = ’ to denote a cont~~u.~ti~ equ;j 
is a flat lattice we might define ez 
either a or b is ?‘, and equal to a = b othsrwise. 
le enough for its semantics to be gi?dcn solely in terms of environments, 
whereas in more complicated languages the notion of a store mapping is a 
required. In such languages commands normally specify store transf@rmations rather 
than environment transformations, and some workers therefore prefer not to rlsgar 
oma as comm*&, but rrrther as defireitions. Unfortu*pately, 
is to uty for both environment and state, U cannot be sim 
as usual. We need, for example, to Ibe able to distinguish betw 
environment, arising from some invalid computation, and the environment which, 
though itself valid, associates identifiers to ‘:!. (This latter environment, A/. t, is 
called the arid environment). must therefore include an extra set of improper 
elements. The definitions of the operations p[Il and &-I!] must be extended to cover 
these extra values: if p ~3 1 U,?UorT&hen,p[/lis .LE??Eo~ T~and&//]=pfor 
all / and E. 
This interpreter is defined only for a s,ubset: of PL, called the kennel language. It is 
shown in [ 1] that any PL program may be transf’ormed into an equival-zt one in this 
kernel anguage, of which the syntax is :as follows: 
The interpreter operates on states. Informally, its action may be given by 
0 C := Stt?p(cr), W) 
e; more formally we may say 
Interpret = fix (h&ha. Terminal(u) + cr, 4 (Step(u))). (3.2) 
The syntax of states is as follows, where components are denoted by the same 
letters as are used for the corresponding entities in denotational semattics (some of 
these will not he introduced until the next section): 
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Here, K and 8 denote the ‘continuations of expression and command evaluations; 
their syntax is as follows. 
Note that ( ) represents missing components, sc that 
ppend ‘val’ : E to K and ppend ‘env’: p to 
both produce complete states. This (very strai tforward) machinery is expounded 
farther in [2]. Similarly, values denoted by p are data structures, with operations 
defined on them as, follows: 
- Has (p, I) tests whether p has a component with selector 1, 
- Select (p, /) gives the component of p with selector I, 
- Append / : E to p gives ‘a new structure containir is E with selector / (replacing any 
componeni with selector t in p), and all other components are as in p. 
We shall not bo.ther to give the axioms for these operations: tht y are given in [2]. 
It remains to give the definitions of Terminai and Step these definitions, which 
are given in Appendix 2, an expression such as v := ‘Eva iin p ; K -I tests whether CF 
is of the specified syntactic form, and also introduces names for the various 
components, which may be used in any arm of a conditional expression invoked by 
satisfying the test. 
In (A2.8) the function Rep maps basic constants in 8s to forms r boolean 0-l 
2 etc.: we omit the full definition of Rep. Likewise, we omit further details 
about Check1 and Check2 ((A2.9) and (A2.10)) which check tt~ validity of the 
operands for monadic and dyadic operators, and about Operl and Oper2, which 
actually perform the operations. 
In this section we introduce the intermediate semantics for PL, which is a 
denotational semantics using continuations. In this sche e the valuations for 
expressions and commands are given an extra parameter, the continuation, which 
embodies the dynamic effect of the rest .” the program: so it maps the result of the 
construct (the value of an expression, or the enc ironment 14? by a command) into an 
in of final answers, 
endix 3. Note the 
e rise at 0r:ce to 
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ext dehe the redicates which a pair of values, one from each of the t-No 
denotational definitions, must satisfy if they are to be regarded as congruent. From 
on we shall be making extensive use of a notational convention due to 
ne, and known as the diacritical pnoention. When relating values beIo 
,the two definitions, we use acute accents to decorate variables denoting values from 
one of the definitions, and grave accents for the other. Thus E might denote an 
expressed value in the non-continuation semantics, and 5 an expressed value in the 
continuation version. We often wish to consider a. pair of values uch as (6,;); aM it is 
convenient to abbreviate this further; so ‘we write 13 to s&id for (6 2). At each stage 
we use acute accents for the version of semantics we consider more normative; so at 
present he semantics of Section 2 will have acutes, and that of Section 4 graves. 
We first consider values in the two domains. The function elements of these two 
domains have different functionality, so for congruence we cannot simply demand 
equality. We spell our requirements out as follows: 
fl a se (5.1) 
Note here that if x E 1 is true if x is in th.e subdomain 
is in some other subdomain, and I, ? or T if x is _l_, 1 or T. 
f, the congruence predicate for iunctions, is satisfied if congruent results are 
obtained for congruent arguments. So 
(5.2! 
The predicate F us$ed in 5.2 acts on pairs in which the second element requires a 
continuation; so it also applies to pairs such as (%$E]p’, Z!$$). Pt is defined as 
follows. 
&(i;i: 3 Iv+J_)_,(+~+EQ, 
ide 
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We need, finally, a relation for pairs of the form (@$r@, @kr@). 
If q is such a pair, then + E and +E[ e define 
/ 
(Y 3?Vj~?)3(jk+lj~?), 
These predicates have definitions which involve circularity and they can be 
rewritten as a fixed point equation, owevee, the function of w ich this set of 
predicates i the fixed point is not monotonic, and so the existence of such a fixed 
point cannot be inferred by the usual appeal to the result of Tarski [ 1 
later that this difficulty is sometimes resolved by regarding the propos 
mapping their arguments into the domain {true, untrue}, where trueEwtrue; but that 
does not help in this c ,z. 
In order to be satisfied that these predicates do indeed exis+, YC consider their 
arguments, which are drawn from pairs of domains which are themselves circularly 
defined. The constructron ofsolutions to these recursive domain equations &olves 
sequences of ‘approximation’ domains, of which the required domains are, in some 
well-defined sense, the limits. We may define predicates on each of these approxi- 
mation domains: this involves no cixcularity, but instead uses the Fredicates on 
earlier domains. Then we may define predicates for some element of tha limit domain 
by applying the appropriate predicates to the element’s image,; in all the approxi- 
mation domains, and taking the conjunction of the results. Se, for example, if 
EAE[ ] we define 
et?@ K {en&}, 
n=O 
(5.6) 
’ where gn is the image of g in the approximation domain [ 1. It remains to be 
proved that the predicates so define satisfy the required eqlAationS: this is true in the 
pret:snt case. 
%rVe shall consider this technique in slightly more detail a er, in the second phase o’ 
our proof, 
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r the semantics of ppendix 1, %[ snd %[rj we strict iaz p for di 
c I;s is ow first example oi structural induction : we prove t 
exepressions an commands, assuming that ? holds for any subexpressions and 
he proof is by cases on tlhe possible syntactic forms of the constructs, 
using the clauses of Append the cases are straightforward: for clause Q41.17) 
we ust ;he f;r .I that fixF= ) . 
. Recalling our remarks in Section :2 abolut the nature of we see that ,616 J/j is 
proper if b is. For @[6/l], fi[8//]) by (5.4) we must show 
Ak(m/wml, (iwmu~J>I~ E 
Since: gi is proper, if / = /I this is et, which is given; if : ;5,: /I it is 
A~4dUMl, tiU~dM +0, 
which follows from up^. 
Our main aim in this section is to prove the congruence of the two values pecified 
for a PL expression (or command) when evaluated in congruent environments. The 
result is proved (and holds) only for proper environments in the non-continuation 
semantics. By making this restriction we do not exclude programs for which 
improper environments arise in the course of the calculation; but we do insist hat th:e 
program as a whole is evaluated ill a prc;per environment (such as Al.?), which is not 
zn unreasonable constraint. Our result is Gilen: 
and 
* The proof is by structural inductit3n, and is again by cases of the 
syntactic forms of expressions and commrlnds. 
then e(tj, &{AE . &)j, an 
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\ve have now validated the continuation sbsmantics of Section 4, an ca* turn to the 
second phase of our investigation, in which we prove the congruence of that 
semantics with the interpreter. From now on we regard the denotational semantics as 
re normative, so we shall use acute accents for entities in 
n, z:ud grave accents for those arising in the interpretive sch 
The interpreter is a continua s function on trees, with a fairly con 
point definition: as usual for such definitions, we shall (in Section 
point induction for its analysis. In essence what we shall be doing in 
assuming that the interpreter is ‘correct’ for progran_a ;:+ich require, say, n steps of 
the interpreter for their evaluation, and proving t.lat the interpreter is also ‘correct’ 
for programs which require n + 1 steps. In &ect we shall be doing induction on the 
duration of the execution. 
On the other hand, when we analyse the denotational semantics (ir, Section 9 and 
lo), we shall use structural induction: we shall prove that the definitiojrls ‘agree’ for a 
program assuming that they do so for its syntactic subcomponens. That is to say, our 
in&;ction -will be based on the size of a program rather than its duration. More 
important than this, however, is that the structural induction will, be based, like the 
last one, on a family of predicates defined circularly. As before, in order to verify the 
existence ofthese predicates we shall have to perform induction on the sequences of
domains arising in the con omains of the semantic definition. 
For example, our domai 
is constructed as the limit of a se 19***9 ?)-'a 3 
+I t- { _L F} (with the extra elemen& standing for 
all the functions). In this sequence the first domain includes only the basic values, the 
next includes functions on those basic values too, and in general each domain 
includes the functions on values in its predecessor inthe sequence. Thus we have now 
introduced three possible kinds of induction on programs - based on their size, their 
duration, and the richness of their value domains - and there is no correlation 
whatever between them. 
One effect of this is that in the fixed point induction all we shall be able to prove at a 
typical point in the sequence (where the result of a program is undefined if it does no2 
teiminate within a particular number of stens), and therefore all e can prove for the 
limit, is that the interpreter defines a function &ich is weaker (in the sense of the 
partial ordesing of the appro riate lattice) than that deRned by the denotational 
Se tics. 0n the other han when we construct he family of predicates for the 
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only predicates we can construct for ihe limit domain assert 
notational semantics defines a weaker function than the inter 
when we have separately proved each definition weaker than the ot 
11) to tie both proofs together and show the definitions precisely 
contrast o the situation in Section 5 and 6. There the two definitions 
being related were much more alike, and the value domains on each side were so 
similar that it w as possible to define a suitable predicate, expressing comp;;=te 
ruence, on each pair of approximation domains involved in their construction. 
e was r1o need to be content with proving an inequality, and so no need to 
separately from each side. The present extra complications arise in general when one 
tries to relate an infinitary abstract object, such as the function associated with some 
PL procedure by the denotational definition, with its finitary representation, such as 
the tree which represents the procedure in the interpreter. 
This strategy was derived by Milne, who used it in his thesis [8] to investigate mode 
declarations inAgo1 68. He has since sed it [9], in a proof which is similar in outline 
to the present exercise but enormously more complicated, to prove the correctness of
a translation into what is in effect a ,machine code of a big high level language. 
Gordon [3] has used somewhat different but related techniques for proving the 
correctness of a LISP interpreter. 
nalysis of the inte oint in&u 
The denotational semantics i  in terms of abstract objects, while the interpreter 
manipulates representations. So, in order to compare values drawn from each of 
these schemes, we first define a family of derepresentation functions, which map 
representations into the values they represent. 
Expressible V&es 
E=h2. (2 = ‘integer ~7) v 
( 6 = rboolean p1) v 
. 
( 
. Ed- 
(8-l) 
? 
(Note that we are here using a conveniion about local names simila 
uced in Section 3.) This definition treats the representations o
160 J.E. Stay 
asic Values (8.2) 
ce the basic values and their representations are both elements o
s we may take for granted the existence of a function 
to define it further: it is the inverse of the function ‘Ed introduced 
Etzviuonments 
Next we have the derepresz-t Con function for environments which are 
represznted by structures. 
U=h$Al. s(@, I) + E(Select(b, I)), ?. (8.3 
ContinuatOw 
The next two functions concern continuations. 
=A;* _@;A- 63()‘+hE. E, 
. 
K = rassi 6; &+AE l ?-(i)(U($)[e, I]), 
9 . . 
Answers 
Finally we give a function for possible answers from the interpreter. 
9 i. 
U-4.4) 
(8.5) 
ay be verified that the only results possible from 
or e 5 for some 2. (The proof is similar to that for 
given in [5]: we verify that either cf = _L or TermhaL is true for the final state CF.) SO 
ns are identical: if 
tation fun,ct:.on iI for them. 
tion function.s are ~:o~tinuo~s, so that although 
endkd to/;)+ 
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eck that each side gives the same result when applie 
eorem of this section is the following: 
e For all states of t;ie appropriate form, with proper components, 
(a) A(Interpret(r 2 1)) c I!%, 
(b) A(Intepret(r GF 
(c) A(Interpret(re 2’)) !z gI[En( U@){KG}, 
(d) A(interpret(r fi; t+)) r @[S~(Ujj)(T& 
(e) A(Interpret(rassi ti to /iti~; 61)) E(~S)((~~J~)[E;~I]). 
roof, We use fixed point induction, remembering that 
Interpret = fix(H), 
H4 = kr . Terminalcr -+ a, 4(Srepa). 
We must therefox show: 
(1) The results (a) to tc;) h4d when Interpret is replaced by 1,. This is immediately 
obvious e 
(2) Results1 (a) to (e) hold when Interpret is replaced by I&& assuming that they 
hold when Interpret is 4. 
For results (a) at,.nd (b) the state a is such that Terminal(cr) holds; so (H&)cr = u for 
all 4, and therefore by (8.6) the required inequalities hold. For results (c) and (d) we 
consider by cases possible values of E and r respectively. For case (e), noting that the 
left-hand side becomes 
A(4 (Aippend ‘env’ : (Append I : 6 to b) to 6)), 
we consider both poslsible values of 6, namely 
and 
In both cases the result follows by Lemma 
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e first arrn of the congruence proof we now e 
which involves an analysis of the BenotationaI definition 
induction. For this purpose we define a family of redicates, imilar tc 
rst we relate values m with their counter arts in the interpretive system: 
IsFunctionc’ +E’ 
_fa lse 
and 
(9.l) 
Next we relate answers: a compares a value E’ arising from an expression in 
denotational semantics with a final state & arising from the interprete; 
a(c,&)e&= 1 +E/m I, 
d- =r -b&C?, 
tT *=I- e ,i l-) (IsBasic -+ E’ C 
ISi4nction~ + f& 
f ,- 1 \ .. -9 3L /, 
fl a se. 
ote the inequalities here, which we shall be discussing a 
hen comparing functions, all we can de 
(9.4) 
answers are 
obtained whenever they are applied 0 congruent va.lues. ore precisely, if a pair of 
unctions, they are ngruent if the result of 
ying E to any argu any continuation 12 agrees with the result of 
ith a continuation ricongruent with 
enotes a value & congruent with 6. 
(9.3 
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where 
contdns @,2, ai) p4 
he next two definitions are about continuations. 
k<eA*(a(kE: terpret(Append’ual’ : 2 to 2 )> 1 eZ), (9.7) 
ppend’env’ : fi to 8)) 1 up^). 
Finally, a 
identifier is 
pair of environments 
congruent. 
i congruent if the pair of values denoted by aq 
9.2. The existence of these predicates 
The reader will have noticed that if only the tws inequalities in (9.4) were 
equalities instead, we would have defined conditions for precise congruence between 
the two semantic definitions; we wojuld have avoided the need to prove the opipos?? 
inequality, and Section 8 and 11 could have been omitjed. W claim, however, that to 
eliminate these inequalities would invalidate our technique for constructing the 
required predicates. Note that we are not thereby claiming that no such predicates 
exist (that is still an open question), but merely that we do not know how to 
demonstrate heir existence, and therefore that we have no right to use them in our 
argument. 
The reason for this difficulty has already been outlined above (Section 7), namely 
that the existence proof is based on an induction on the series of approximation 
whose limit is the reflexive domain r each n, sww of the functions 
be represented by approximation , so the serCes of predicates en 
cannot lead in the limit to an e assertkg precise congruence folr elements of 
Formally, it is the basis of the induction which fails. In there k but one element, 
.LP; doing duty for all the functions; so e. would. have t sert that the interpreter’s 
behaviour for eoery function is congruent o L F, which is plainly ridiculous. TO 
achieve the weaker predicates we have actualby specified, however, all we require is 
that eo asserts tlhat I* approximates every function eodelled by the interpreter, 
which is plainly Iobvious;. 
The approximate predicates themselves are defined in Section 11 below; the 
details of the proof for a slightly simpler case may be seen in [13]. 
‘approximate’ denotatio:;lal dsll,;ins with the ‘perfect’ va 
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Check that the re 
‘= I) and ub (for I’ 
) are satisfied for dlt I’ E , because eE^ 
The main result of this section, which eads to the opposite inequakty 
8.9, is as follows. 
0 
A{sz(2QE&2, Inteipretreval Ei @; C)lu,$ A kG} 
for all E E , and 
A{a(4[_lJ&i,Inteqwetr 
. As usual, the proof is a structural induction, by analysis of the various cases of 
possible forms for E and I’. 
e 
Strategy 
o combine Theorem 10.2 w&h Corollary 6.5 and 8.9, we wish to show that it 
ilnplies the following particular result: 
a(%jEl(A/. ?)(A E . P ), Interpret(‘ev 4 F’)). 
To do this we must show that 
which is’immediately obvious from (9.9), arld islso that 
k(hs 8 E, e ( )3 
we demonstrate this only as a corollary of the 
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. The proof is by induction. The proof of Theorem-j cl;;. 
n the number of execution steps performed by th 
eorem 10.2 by structural induction on the structsrre 
the present proof we use the third of the ossible schemes for in 
ection 7: we consider the sequence of approximations tothe predicates e, U, t and k. 
So to prove (a), for example, we show that for all 1y1, 
ff : then, since eE^ =Ane,$, the required result follows. 
We first give the definitions of these approximations elf es U, t, k and a, and the 
domains on which they operate. 
a- . = rdone S l-, (IsBasS ,+ (El0 ! 
IsFunctionE + f&, 
false), .B 
fa he, 
*=r a!mlPl-, & 5 3, 
ci = rdone 6 l+ (IsBasicE + (& 1 
IsFunctionS + f,,& 
false), 
fl a se, 
e,,&S IsBasic; + E/E 
IsFunction + E 
fl a se, 
(1’12% 
(11.6) 
k,ri #&a,,(& Inte~~pret(Append’va1’ : i to ri)) 1 e,,;), (11.9) 
. The results which we have proved for the limit predicates hold also in 
heir approximations. Thus, for example, Theorem 10.2 implies 
j&lnterpret(‘-ev 6; S))/u,$ I\ k,;}. 
o see that this is so, we note that if k,ii, for example, then also k,,&&, 12) for all 
c m, where I&) is the element o corresponding to I< in and hence ic (h:(,,), C;); that, 
by definition of a, if a/i?, then also anb for all n ; and finally that 
. We prove that for all n 
(W h&44 d> 1 Properrljh 
(c) A{t,,( T6,& 1 Properi}, 
(d) A{k,(Ki, 12)i Properri). 
The proof is by induction on n. The arguments for thte basis and for the kductive step 
are similar: for the basis in case (a) we use the fact that fog CB true, wherr in the other 
argument we use the inductive hypothesis. T and K are defined mutually recursively, 
so for cases (c) and (d) it is also necessary to use fixed point induct;on. otherwise, the 
proof consists of considering the possible forms of JZ,~ and 2. The subcase ri = 
l- ( )l is the only one which uses the definition of a. This is only to be expected, as 
it is only when the continuation I- ( )1 is retached that actual answers are 
produced by the interpreter; so only here must we check that such answers meet our 
requirements. 
jj(h/ . ?)(AE . E}, Interpret(r E ii83 ( >17N* 
ow without furt er complication we can show the following result. 
4- ? f ) -9* 
Congruence of two definitions 
The result follows immediately from Corollary 
associated efinitions (8.6) and (9.4). 
3, wit eir 
e usefuh?ss of eorein 11.14 
r most purposes Theorem 11.1 isI a sufficient statement of the cosie.,iuence 
between the denotational semantics and the interpreter. oreover, Corollary 6.5 
allows a similar congruence to be established with the origid (non-continuation) 
semantics. These results may readily be extended for situations where thti initial 
environments are non-elmpty (for exa ple, to accommodate library functions). 
For expressions whose values are functions, however, Theorem 
accept from the interpreter any representation ofa function, without worrying about 
whether it represents he right one. This corresponds with our ntijrmal practice: when 
a computer spews out at us its own representation ofa function me rarely subject he 
binary code to careful mathe.matical analysis - indeed, in many cases what function is 
represented depends on the contents of the compu~r store, so such analysis may be 
impossible. In the present simpler case, howevk:r, functions are represented by 
closures, and we do have a function, E, to tell us what function such a closure 
represents. So it is reasonable to ask whether it represents t!~e right one. 
Two functions are equal if equal results are obtained whe:~ each is applied to any 
possible argument. IIowever, we shall not prove here that any function is equal to the 
correct one, as we shall be confining our attention to argument values which can be 
represented in a form suitable for the interpreter <that is to say, argumenFs of the 
form E2 for some 2). Instead of equality, therefore., ue have another equivalence 
relation: two functions are equivalent if they give equivaleilt results when each is 
applied to the same argument drawn from the class of acceptable arguments. This 
notion will be formalised below, where we define the equivalence by means of a 
quasi-ordering. Equality, of tour se, ir.+lies equivalence; whether the reverse is true 
depends on the structure of the domains involved. 
This definition, like many previous ones, is a circular definition of an inclusive 
predicate. A predicate satisfying this definition woul 
rC, where 
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emembering that we regard inclusive predicates as mapping their operands into the 
domain (true, up$rue) where true G untrm, 3 we may e:asily see that + i 
since inclusive predicates form a complete lattice, such c” fixed point c 
his is in contrast o earlier predicated (such as th3se of Section 5) whi 
as the fixed points of non-monotonic functions, an which therefore 
elaborate xistence proof. The essential diff erenc s that the earlier 
a recursive invocation to qualify the set of permissible arguments to a function 
application (and hence to reduce a universe of quantification), whereas here all g are 
allowed. 
Since # may also be shown to be continuous *we may investigate appropriate 
properties of its minimal fixed point @x 9) by fixed point induction remembering 
that the minimal element in the lattice of inclusive predicates i (A& (Y*) . true). 
les of this are given by the proofs of the following lemmas. 
o s is transitive ; that is to slay, for all X, y and t, 
xSyAySr$Uaz. 
. a(&, &)$4 64&. 
‘We use fixed point induction to grove a more powerful result (actually the 
conjunction of Lemma 11.14, 11.19 and 11.20). Specifically, we prove P(fix+), 
where 
S[EjJ(A/ , ?)(A& . 5)s A(lnterpret(r 
nes an equivalence relation. 
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e Immediate, from Corollary 11.3.8 and 11.21. 
Theorem 11 .Z4 is the extension of Theorem 11.14 that we soug 
denotational semantics of Section 4 and the interpretive semantic 
the following way: unless the answer is a function they give identical values; if the 
answer is a fuk,ction they give equivalent values, in the sense that equivalent results 
are obtained Flyhen the values are applied to any representable argu ent. CoroElary 
6.5 state S 3 6 imilar congruence between the two forms of denotational semantics. 
Agal + 9 - definitions specify identical results unless the anbws~ is a function; if 
the * -xvi: ~ .i func5)r-r the two values given cannot be equal (indeed, they are 
me; At-e ;r=rent domains), but they are again equivalent, this time in the sense 
<.+i.@ jJ _ ,‘) A.). Together, these results imply the congruence of the two original 
definluon& for any expression, identical values are given if the answer 1s not a 
function, and equivalent values if it is. 
The proof of this congruence has been long. Some of the length is unavoidable: for 
example, tedious case-analyses (omitted from the present text) are an essential 
comparison of the small print of the two definitions. We can expect, however, that 
increased use of mechanical aids, such 8.~ those developed by Milner and others [IQ], 
will rzheve this situation. tither factors affe.:llng the length of the proof include the 
need (in Sections 8 and IO) to cover similar ground in two different ways, and also the 
elaborate existence proofs required for the various predicates (here, too, our 
exposition omits many of the details). This is an area where workers in the. field 
develop a ‘feel’ for wha: is likely to be true: 5 uch a feeling is, of course, no substitute 
for actually carrying out the cheeks, but wt may reasonably hope for some morz 
mathematics to simplify the work. 
L’yntacic dom,ains 
a:;ic constants) 
(Identifiers) 
(Monadic operators) 
(Commands) 
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Syntax 
A complete program in PL is an expression. 
uxiliad y definitions 
(the domain sf truth values), and x, y E 
b-,x, y = x if b = true 
Y if b = fake 
b,T,m b if b = IT,TT,?T (Al.1) 
For x, y E and b in some domain including 
cond(x, y)b = (b 1 
(b 1 T) = false + y, 
9 
l h (A1.2) 
strictfx= _L,T,? ifx= I,T,? 
f( ) X otherwise, 
fixf= L”J f”:.l_). 
n=O 
(Al .3) 
(Al .4) 
Note that fix f is the minimal fixed point off; so fix f E= f(fixf,i, arkd if a = f(a), then 
a cjix f. 
Semantic domains 
asic values, including trwe and false) 
(Function values j 
(Expressed values) 
] + (3) (Environments) 
(Commands) 
Semantic Valuations 
Congruence of two definitions 
%T[/:=Ejp = strict(Ae . p[c//])(~uEnp) 
@!MkEdoFB= 
@(A@. AP •cond(ei~urnp),P)(8uEnP)) 
~uro~r~n~~~u~~n~~uron~) - 
r. else rlnp =
dwurob, W%widld 
%I[( )nP =P 
ix 2. The PL inter 
Terminal (u) = (cr =r OIrM? c 1) v (CT = krrorl) 
Step (0) = 
CT- =reval E inp; KY+ 
EzE’/l+ 
(_&s(p. 1) + Append ‘m# : Se!ect(p, 1) to K, 
rerrorl), 
E =‘lo( /# -) 
Was (p, JO) -) Hits (p, 11) -3~ 
: Sekect(p, to p,); A:~, 
lect(p, 10) to ~2% K T 
r 
p-J to K, 
(Al.13) 
(AIM) 
(Al.151 
(Al.M! 
(Ai.15) 
(A1.18) 
(Al.19, 
(Al.201 
(A2.1) 
(A2.2) 
(A2.3) 
Append ‘val’ : 
E 
Hizs (P, 4 + 
Check l(0, Selec 
r l(0, Select@, I)) to K, 
lect(p, il), Select@, 12)) + 
Append ‘~1’ : Oper%(LJ, Select(p, /I), SeleL f(p, 12)) 
to K, 
Append ‘ey&v’ : Q to 8, 
r -t r 1 3 
(A2.6) 
(A2.9) 
(A2.10) 
(A2.11) 
(A2.12 ‘I 
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nd/:& top) to 
r 1 
Semantic Vahia tions 
(Basic values) 
]] (Function values) 
(Expressed values) 
(Environments) 
(Command continuatims) 
(Expressian conrmuations) 
(Answers) 
(A3.1) 
(A32j 
(A3.3) 
~(fidA& l ~UEIbC4 in 
%Ur res Ejp~ = %f[rjjp{hp’ - 8 
~UWIP~ =I EP[E&I{AE . (strict K)((BUO~~)E)) 
S[ E&E&K = 
(A3.4) 
(A3.5) 
(A3.6) 
(A3.7) 
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